The current web security algorithms faced some drawbacks which making them under breakdown situations, these algorithms are such as SHA-1 and MD5 which they are already hacked. This work proposes a new digital signature scheme for building a web security system that can avoid using these algorithms, so we use SHA-2 algorithm instead of them since this algorithm can be considered as not hacking algorithm at least for next years. This algorithm is currently used for database security of a client-server system, while our work exploits this algorithm for another purpose regarding to authentication process to secure users login and create new users processes. Our technology approach is proposed to use digital signature architecture based on the MRC6 algorithm to encrypt data and SHA-2 algorithm to create a digital signature by Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA). So, data are encrypting by the MRC6 algorithm, then extracting hash values from these data for using its inside ECDSA algorithm to generate a digital signature, after that, we merge these encrypted data with a digital signature to send them together to web server. Implemented results show that our proposed architecture can achieve the conceptual goals for web security including; confidentiality, integrity and non-repudiation, and authentication. Finally our proposed architecture is implemented using C# and SQL server.
INTRODUCTION
Secure data transmission is one of the great challenges on the Internet. It is unsecured to transmit or save data on the Internet without any encryption because it will be exposed to hacker attack or these data can be repudiation or changed [1] . Though various works have been done to create an efficient way to secure data on the Internet. Some existing works for securing data on the Internet take a long time to encrypt data or it uses a breakable algorithm or leaves the database that contains user information (user name and password) unprotected. The old used algorithms such as SHA-1 and MD5 for web security are suffered from some drawbacks which led to break them under work considerations, so they are already hacked [2] [3] [4] .
So our challenge is to design a digital signature security system that can avoid using such these algorithms, so we will be motivated to use instead of them an SHA-2 algorithm which it can be considered as not hacking algorithm at least for next ten years. Since this algorithm has so many rounds to enforce coding scheme which it will enhance the Elliptic curve digital signature algorithm. In addition, Authentication process currently suffered from that all its algorithms are much known to hackers which they can help them to guess this authentication easily. So the challenge is to propose a new authentication process can work through login or new user registration which it can be difficult to guess even it can be guessed, it will be very difficult to hack since we will use SHA-2 Algorithm. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we will explain the work background. In third section we will explain our proposed security system architecture in this work. In the fourth section shows the implementation and results. Finally, we will submit the main conclusions come with this work.
WORK BACKGROUND
The main idea of this work is to design and implement a security web application and achieve a security model for web applications network. The following subsections will describe the main approaches that we are used in our proposed security web application.
HASH FUNCTION
Hash function is widely used in cryptography to protect information authenticity and integrity. It is a transformation that generates a small hash value h with the input of arbitrary large size m (that is, h=H (m)) which can safely determine the initial data cryptographic. Hash function [6] may satisfy three major properties: collision resistance (two input strings can't have the same digest value), preimage resistance (it's computationally hard to find the message from the digest) and second preimage resistance (it should be difficult given a message to find a second message that hashes to the same value). A small modification in a message or document results in a complete different digital fingerprint. Hash functions are used in several applications like digital signature scheme [7] .
ELLIPTIC CURVE
Elliptic curves have been studied since the second half of 19th century as geometric algebraic entities without any cryptographic purpose [8] . Application of elliptic curves in public key cryptography was independently proposed by Neals Koblitz and Victor Miller in 1985 [8] . Koblitz and Miller proposed to use an elliptic curve defined on a finite field and to define a point addition operation such that the points of the elliptic curve and the point addition operation formed an abelian group. The mathematical operations of ECC is defined over the elliptic curve l= x3+ax+b, where 4a3 +27b2 * 0. Each value of the 'a' and 'b' gives a different elliptic curve. All points (x, y) which satisfies the above equation plus a point at infinity lies on the elliptic curve. The public key is a point in the curve and the private key is a random number. The public key is obtained by multiplying the private key with the generator point G in the curve. The generator point G, the curve parameters 'a' and 'b', together with few more constants constitutes the domain parameter of ECC. The security of ECC depends on the difficulty of Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem. Let P and Q be two points on an elliptic curve such that kP=Q, where k is a scalar. Given P and Q, it is computationally infeasible to obtain k, if k is sufficiently large. k is the discrete logarithm of Q to the base P. Hence the main operation involved in ECC is point multiplication. i.e. multiplication of a scalar k with any point P on the curve to obtain another point Q on the curve [9] . The Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) is a variant of the digital signature algorithm (DSA) which uses elliptic curve cryptography [10] .
SECURITY SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Keeping in mind the end goal is to get a framework is portrayed by solidness, adaptability and safe any potential change, the security framework is planned and comprises of two layers: Client layer and Server layer. Both of them in our security system aiming to create simple and efficient high security application. As shown in Figure 1 , the first layer (Client Layer) encrypt data using MRC6 algorithm and generate hash value for the original data then use private key along with Hashed value to generate digital signature using ECDSA and finally merge digital signature with encrypted data before send it to the server. Second layer (Server Layer) receives the merged data and split it into two parts. First part decrypted the data in same algorithm (MRC6) that worked it encrypted and extract hashed value from original data that get it from decryption. Second part used along with sender public key to verify and extract hashed value. Finally compare the two hashed value from the previous two parts; if its equal that's mean it doesn't change or repudiation during transmission. But before receive the merge file (encrypted data and digital signature) must happened authentication process through connect user with server. user connect via enter user name and hash password from login form special with him ,the server will check this information in system if registered and correct, then will allow to user the connect and receive the file from this user. 
CLIENT FORM
If the login process is correct (client form), the client will select a file that contains the data (Original Data) that will be used twice time. First, it will be encrypted by using MRC6 Algorithm. Secondly, it will be used to generate the hash value by using SHA-2 Algorithm then generate digital signature through ECDSA by using hash value along with the private key. Finally merged encrypted data and digital signature and send them to the server. This description can be shown in Figure 2 .
SERVER FORM
In this form, register user will receive the encrypted message (encrypted data & digital signature). First, the Encrypted data part will be decrypted by using MRC6 decryption algorithm and get the hashed value using SHA-2 algorithm. Second, the digital signature part will be verified by using public key and extract the hashed value. Finally compare the two hashed valued that we get them from decryption data and digital signature verification, if the two hashed value are equal then message is correct and will be accepted because its satisfy integrity, authentication and nonrepudiation. Else it will be rejected, as shown in Figure 3 .
AUTHENTICATION
If the server accept connection from the register user, the server will encryption user password by using (SHA-2) before sending reply, after that the server will send accept message to the client (user). The client will do same procedure by encryption the same password that sends to the server by same algorithm (SHA-2). After finish registration, the user will login by sending username and the password hash value, not the password actual value and at the same time server will check username and password hashed value too. The purpose of this process is to protect user password when start connection between server and client, at the same time when exposed database system (Server & Client) from getting attack by hackers. 
IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
The main idea of this work is to design and implement a security web application and achieve a security model for web applications network. The following points are summarized the procedure of our system implementation: This section will show a comparison that is drawn from our proposed system's work between MRC6 with older versions of its family such as RC6e (enhanced) and old RC6 according to encryption/decryption execution time and encryption/decryption throughput. We compare the three algorithms on the basis of their execution time occupied for decryption and encryption and their throughput. 
CONCLUSION
The proposed security system is implemented in two security levels, firstly by digital signature and secondly by encryption user password with SHA-2. This gives our system more robust and reliability. This approach here gets out from traditional ways of authentication techniques such as Diff-Hellman, exchange Key or RSA and so on. Our proposed idea at authentication is exploited from (Kerberos concept).The process of implementing the security system has been done by using the MRC6 algorithm in order to encrypt data and has been also used hash function to get hashed values to used them create the digital signature with using private key which they are obeyed to Elliptic curve digital signature algorithm. Our security system achieves Integrity, non-repudiation and authentication, and confidentiality which they are the most important criterions in any security system. Our verification shows that these criterions are done and improved by recognizing the original user and data from hacked ones.
